BEER FLAVOR STABILITY ASSAYS: ACRONYMS GONE WILD!
TEAC/TAA/TBI
Fluoro Scan Procedure.....assays
potential for intercepting radicals in
cell cultures...measures relative
fluorescence of test sample to
control, both containing the
antioxidant Trolox (a vitamin E
analogue)......TEAC = Trolox
Equivalent Antioxidant
Capacity.....TEAC < 0 =
prooxidant; 0-1 = same as
Trolox; > 1 = antioxidant.

SI
Thiobarbituric Acid Index (TBI)....measures compounds
formed as a result of thermal stressing malt and wort i.e.
Maillard reactions from non-enzymatic browning.....@ 60%
from malt, 30% from boiling, 10% from whirlpool.
Higher TBI values = lower flavor stability.
Higher TBI values =shorter ESR lag times.
Higher TBI values =higher RCI values.
SI Antiradical Potential (ARP Component): ...mainly
reflects levels of melanoidins...measure with
Tannometer and reduction of DPIP at 525 nm ...rate of
reduction influenced by [melanoidins].

Total Antioxidant Activity (TAA)....measures radical
cation quenching....employs the synthetic antioxidant
Trolox.....compares test sample to control with Trolox
vis a vis relative differences in quenching color
reaction....also referred to as the ABTS Radical Cation
Quenching Assay.
Rancimat Method.....assays for relative rate of oxidation of
heated lard (assayed by volatile organics compounds
recovered)....compares control to test
compounds....prooxidants decrease time, antioxidants
increase time....."Antioxidant Activity Ratio" = AAI =
ratio of time of control lard to test....AAI values < 1 =
prooxidant; > 1 = antioxidant.
Absorption Integral (AI)......measure of
thermal stability, not oxidative! Adding dissolved
oxygen or SO2 to beer samples does not
influence AI values.
"Absorption Integral" UV spectrum
(240-310 nm) of fresh beer distillate (-)
ITT.....measures oxidative
changes over time...adding
SO2 to samples lowers
values over time.

Franz & Beck's "Stability Index" (SI) = four antioxidation related
components...includes a) ESR lag time; b) antiradical activity;
c) antiradical potential and d) [reducing substances]
SI = ESR Lag + AA + ARP + [RS].

SI Antiradical Activity (AA component): measures
amount of hydroxyradicals generated during forced aging.
Measures % difference in area under the curve of a control
sample with 0 lag time and no antiradical activity with the
test beer sample......higher percent value is better i.e.
smaller the area under the test sample the better.

SI Reducing Power (RS Component) ...mainly
reflects levels of phenolic substances, unaffected
by SO2.

Sapporo's TRAP assay (Total Reactive Antioxidant
Potential) .. measures free radical quenching
spectrophotometrically higher values are better!
"AOXP" = Antioxidant Potential ... in specialty malts based
on Maillard reactions products inhibiting the formation of
hydroperoxides, which in presence of hemoglobin convert nbenzyl leucomethylene to MB
"Resistance to Staling Value" (RSV) predicts beer flavor
stability. Measured by colorimetric assay (Aldehydes +
thiobarbituric acid = color complex)

Aniline Index (AI)...at maximum in cold wort, drops to zero
during fermentation, rises during storage as function of time/
temp....in forced aging good correlation of AI with sensory.

Aniline Index (AI)...conducted on distilled samples (rotary
evaporation or steam distillation)......beers with higher pHs have lower
increases in AI values over time and temperature and therefore better
flavor stability....2-furfural is the "base" substance for the AI.

AI & AII & ITT

SI is expressed in %:
"Very Good" Flavor Stability: > 60%
"Average" Flavor Stability: 50-60%
"Poor" Flavor Stability: < 50 %.

Predicting/Correlating
Flavor Stability
Polyphenol Polymerization Index (PPI) correlates
with degree of wort oxidation.

Budvar's "Oxidative Destruction Analysis" (ODA) .. spike
beer with ammonia peroxidisuphate.. heat.... accelerates
color/flavor changes.

Franz: indicators to predict flavor stability include; a) Polymerization Index
for oxidation of polyphenols during mashing, b) Reducing Power, an
indication of [melanoidins], c) sensory evaluations as reference for all!
d) Lag-Time from ESR studies, e) [SO2], f) GC analysis of carbonyls.

PPI/TRAP/AOXP/ODA/RSV
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